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Objective

Competitive fashion Shoe Salesperson professional who values innovative fashion without 
compromising the ultimate goal of increasing retail revenue. Retail professional with extensive 
knowledge of the fashion industry, including current trends forecasts, working up close and 
personal with local designers and photographers for photoshoots, lookbooks, etc. Enjoys helping 
customers find stylish and affordable clothing and accessories. !.

Skills

QUALIFICATIONS Detail-oriented, Organised and highly.

Work Experience

Shoe Salesperson
ABC Corporation  February 2012 – February 2014 
 Operated cash register, cash handling, credit cards, and checks via register.
 Greeted each customer and told them about our weekly deals and sales.
 Kept cash wrap stocked and cleaned throughout shift.
 Provided excellent customer service to each customer that came into the store.
 Maintained a neat, clean, and understanding visual display that went a long with the current 

trends and season.
 Kept work area clear of hazardous objects while setting up and tearing down visual displays in

shoe department.
 Covered my zone very thoroughly and kept a lookout for shoplifters and used recovery 

statements for those we assume are shoplifting.

Shoe Salesperson
Delta Corporation  2007 – 2012 
 As a sales associate I assisted customers to help find the proper shoes for them.
 Orgainized shoes by size,color,brand,price and type of shoe daily with any free time I had.
 Greeted every customer that came in sight and always assisted the customers.
 Gained more orgainizing skills and customer service skills and learned a lot about types of 

shoes Skills Used Customer service all the way.
 Count receipts daily Arrange display bins Help customer find shoes.
 Sold shoes and apparel; organized shoes according to size and type; helped customers and 

assisted other employees with sales.
 I managed the shoe store sold, shoes, stocked the shelves by putting away inventory 

Accomplishments the store was always neat and clean and quite .

Education

Bachelor's Degree
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